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DOUBLE MODULATION
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IN ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY USING A CONTINUUM SOURCE

By
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Maj or Depar bment : Chemistry

Atomic absorption spectrometry using a continuum

source (AAC) presents several advantages distinct from

atomic absorption using lino sources. Among these are a

saving in time of analysis, saving in cost" of sources and

the capability of non-resonance line absorption measurements,

An instrumental system employing double modulation -

mechanical chopping of source radiation and wavelength

modulation of radiation transmitted by the absorption cell -

offers advantages over normal AAC. Improvement in signal-to-

noise ratios and decreased sensitivity to background as

compared to normal AAC are the most important advantages.

In this work, a doubly modulated system is described and

the theory underlying i.ts operation derived. It is shown

that both first and second derivatives of the transmitted

xi i



q be obtained. The first derivative appears at

a frequency equal to the sum or the difference of the two

modulation frequencies, while the second derivative appears

at the sum or the difference of the chopping frequency and

twice the wavelength modulation frequency. Experiments

are described which verify the validity of the theoretical

expressions. Analytical curves and limits of detection

are presented fox* the following eight elements: Ag, Ca,

Cd, Or, Cu, Fe, Mg and ITi.

'



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Atomic absorption spectrometry has proven its utility

as a practical analytical tool in laboratories throughout

the world over the past fifteen years since Walsh [1]

introduced it in 1955. In his classic paper, he indicated

thab the measurement of the atomic absorption line profile

of en element in a flame should provide a clue as to the

atomic concentration in the flame. However, in order to

3?esolve the spectral profile of an absorption line,

monochromators having nearly unattainable resolving power

would be required. Furthermore, the question of whether a

continuum would have sufficient spectral energy in an

interval of the size of an absorption line, that is 0.01

to 0.03 A, to provide an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio

led him to propose that measurement of the peak atomic

absorption coefficient at the line center using a line

source would provide similar quantitative information.

Because an atomic line source concentrates most of its

: tral output into the resonance lines characteristic of

that element, it would provide sufficient energy in the



spectral interval of interest in addition to lowering the

iolving' power criterion for the monochromator to. that of

having the capability of merely isolating the spectral line

of interest from any close lying lines. Because of these

arguments, the development of atomic absorption instrumen-

tation has excluded the use of continuum sources to a large

extent. It is unfortunate that this has been the case since

continuum sources offer several advantages over line sources.

These have been enumerated by several authors [2,3,4,5,6]

and include the requirement of having only one source

instead of a source for each element (or small groups of

elements) of interest; the saving of time in source align-

lt, and ease of background correction. In addition,

Winefordner [2] and Fassel et al . [5.1 have shown

that the limits of detection by atomic absorption using a

continuum source approaches that using line sources for

I »nts. At low concentrations of absorber, however,

the absorption li te I ilf-width becomes insignificant with

respect to bral bandwidth of the monochromator and

, be dj seemed, L-to-noise ratio

It was thought that the weak signal due to the

irption line ;ould be extracted from the n>

I

:

i
: Lvative 1 : Lch has 1 n

bher areas of spectrosco] .



The technique of derivative spectroscopy, that is,

ba] ' g i

1

^ derivative of the transmitted spectrum with

respect to time or wavelength, was first introduced in 1955

by Giese and French {.71 » They demonstrated its theoretical

utility in resolving overlapping absorption bands having

as much as 90 per cent overlap. Collier and Singleton [8]

applied the technique to infrared absorption spectra by

taking the second derivative of the spectrum electronically.

However, as Bonfiglioli and Brovetto [9] and Pcrregaux and

Ascarelli [10] point out, analog differentiation of the

detector output results in treatment of the noise component

contained in the signal as well as the information component.

The frequency .spectrum of the noise component differs from

the frequency spectrum of the information component. There-

fore, the noise in the derivative signal may become a greater

proportion than in the original signal with the result that

the signal-to-noise ratio of the derivative- signal is lower

than that of the original signal. Bonfiglioli and Brovetto

developed the theory for a self-modulating derivative

optical spectrometer [91 which employed a vibrating mirror

to modulate the image of the spectrum. They showed, as

will be derived in Chapter II, that by modulating the

spectrum spatially and detecting at the appropriate

Luency, the derivative of the transmitted spectrum may be

obtained. In th: oner, only the derivative of the de." :



signal is obtained, with the noise component of b] Lai

maintaining its relative proportion or even decreasing. In

fact, noise arising from random fluctuations in phototube

output proved to be the limiting noise in the derivative

system. Since this type of photon noise has a constant

spectral noise power over the entire frequency spectrum,

its contribution to the signal will be identical for both

modulated and unmodulated systems. Their system proved

efficacious in the analysis of complex molecular absorption

bands [11] of rare earth nitrates in aqueous solutions.

Various ingenious techniques have been employed in

obtaining a modulated spectrum. Gtauffer and Sakai [12]

used a rotating mirror stepped along one diameter to modu-

late the si ' image by a discrete amount. Bal i] J-3]

modulated the exit slit of his monocliromator by mechanically

linking it to a loudspeaker vibrating at 175 Hz. The

derivative spectrum obtained was used to study the influence

of stress on the indirect optical absorption edge in silicon

ils . Williams and Hager [14-] also

employed an oscillating exit slit to study cond

derivative absor sric pol-

lutants. Pen. !.li [10] studied the first

orption spectrum of I in an incandescent lamp

itor plate to modulate the spectrum. In

, the pi bo a steel ribbon which



was oscillated by means of a piezoelectric bimorph. Shaklee

and Rowe [151 used a fused silica refractor plate to modu-

late the reflectance spectra of InP and GaP at several

temperatures. Snelleman et al . [16] nodulated the emission

spectra of elements in a flame using a quartz refractor

plate and by operating in the second derivative mode were

able to detect Ba in the presence of large amounts of Ca.

The first application of derivative spectrometry to atomic

absorption was by Snelleman [17] who used a mirror to scan

the image of the dispersed spectrum across the exit slit

of the monochromator. It was primarily his work which led

to the development of the present system.

A continuum source and double modulation, that is,

modulation of the radiation falling on the flame and

emerging from it, was employed in this experimental system.

A theory was developed to predict the response of the

instrumentation to variation of experimental parameters.

Several authors [9,13514-, 15, 18, 19] have developed theoretical

intensity expressions for derivative spectrometers. How-

ever, none have used their oppressions as quantitative

predictors of experimental signals. The derivation of

theoretical e: lions in this work closely parallels the

L vations of Bonfiglioli and Brovetto [9] and Shaklee and

[153 • The quantitative predictions of the theory were

investigated and the system was used to construct analytical



curves and limits of detection for eight elements: Ag, Ca,

Cd, Co?, Cu, Pe, Mg, and Ni.



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Mechanical Chopper Modulation

In atomic absorption spectrophotometry, it is

important to eliminate any signal arising in the absorption

cell which is nob due to absorption of source radiation.

Since in most atomic absorption systems the absorption

cell is a flame, there are three possible spurious sources

of signal arising in the cell: emission due to flame gas

combustion products; atomic emission and/or fluorescence

of analyte atoms in the flame, and Rayleigh scattering of

source radiation by small unevaporated solvent droplets or

other small particles. Fortunately, in most cases, none of

these has much effect upon the radiation passing through

the flame. However, because atomic absorption signals are

due to the atti nuation of source radiation by absorbing

species in the flame, any emission due to flame gas products

or analyte atoms will decrease this attenuation and cause an

apparent decrease in absorption which would be interpreted

as a smaller cor- i .ion of absorbers in the absorption

cell. Likewise, Rayl sigh scattering of source radiation
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would increase the attenuation of the radiation passing

through the flame which would he interpreted as a higher

concentration of absorbers in the flame than were actually

there

.

By modulating the source radiation and measuring the

detector signal at the modulation frequency and with the

correct phase relationship, emission from the flame cell

can be rejected. The effect of Rayleigh scattering is

eliminated by wavelength modulation. As a result of the

source modulation, the signal due to absorbing species

appears as an ac component, at the frequency of modulation,

superimposed upon the dc signal due to flame cell emission.

In practice, source modulation is usually accomplished by

mechanical chopping using a motor driven disk having

alternating transparent and opaque sectors which intersect

the beam of tion emanating from the source along the

bh of t] ; ;em.

The modulated source radiation, if it is focussed

he chopper disk, is actually »ly square-wave modu-

lated. However, in order to t Lcally,

it is convenient to assume the source radiation is sinu-

soid odulated. In he modulated source

c —2 —1
spectral radiance, 3, (watts centimeter " >.an

-1 '

°
nanc ), may he exp

(1 i- cos r^t) (1.)

o o



where B, is the unmodulated source spectral radiance
X
o
„? _i „i

(watts cm sr nm ) and (&-, is the frequency of source

modulation. In Equation (1) it is assumed that there are

equally sised transparent and opaque sectors and therefore

BXAVS K <2>

where B?, is the average source spectral radiance incident
AAvg

upon the flame cell.

Refractor Plate Modulation

The wavelength modulation of the system is

accomplished in this work by the use of an oscillating

quarts; plate. Because the index of refraction of the quartz

plate is different from that of air, a beam of light inci-

dent on the plate will be refracted if its angle of

incidence varies from 0° , The lateral displacement of the

refracted beam may be expressed as

d = t'Cos a (tan a - tan cc*) (3)

where d is the lateral displacement (mm) , t is the plate

thickness (mm), a is the angle of incidence and a 1 is the

angle of refraction. It may be clearly seen from Figure la

that the following relations hold

cos a = Ji- > tan a = 2£^ tan a" = ? (4-)



;, la.—Refraction of an axial beam incident to
the refractor plate at an angle, a.

Fig. lb.—Refraci * a non-axial '

I jnt

bo the refractor plate at an Le, a.
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By rearranging and substituting, one obtains Equation (3).

From Snell's law

n tan a = n 1 tan a 1

(5)

where n and n' are the index of refraction of air I bhe

plate, respectively. Substitution of Equation (5) into

Equation (3) yields the exact expression for the lateral-

displacement

d - t*cos a (tan a - —r tan a) (6)

For very small angles cos cc is nearly unity and

sin a is approximately a. Considering n to be unity, th -

small ipproximation for the lateral displace ';

becomes

d = t a (1 - |r) (7)

It is clear from this equation that the lateral displacement

of the incident; boom from the optical axis is proportional

to the of the refractor pla ,;lo it-

makes with ' icident beam.

L dii Lac .

:

; of je of the ca-
o

trance slil ; the exit slit plane ' velength units, A, is

a - d 2d (8)

where R, ' inear d:

i

chromator (A mm )

.
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The result of oscillating the refractor plate

periodically so that the angle of the incident beam varies

periodically from a to -a at some angular frequency odp is

to oscillate the entrance slit image about some mean wave-

length, X c y
which corresponds to the position of the grating

of the monochromator with the refractor plate perpendicular

to the entering light beam. The position of the mobile

spectrum with respect to the grating setting, X , may be

expressed as

\ = \ •:- a sin a)p t (9)

where \ is the mean wavelength passing through the exit

slit.

The Eayleigh scat boring mentioned in the preceding

section is accounted for by wavelength modulation. Since

Rayleigh scattering is independent of wavelength over a

small wavelength .range for a given particle size, any

scattering will be the same at the absorption line and

close by it. Thus, there will be a constant difference

between the baseline signal and the absorption signal

whether scatte: i ; present or not.

In addition to causing a lateral displa- b of an

axial beam incident upon it at some angle a, the refractor

plate also causes a displacement of non-axial beams parallel

to the optical Ls, " /ore lb,



1*

S = d/ sin a (10)

where S is the parallel displacement of the image (mm). By

substituting the small angle approximation for d and for

sin a the following result is obtained

% = t(l - ±r) (11)

For the case of quartz, this means that the image of the

incident beam is disiilaced a distance of approximately

one-third the thickness of the refractor plate. In practice

the result is a slight defocussing of the exit image which

can be neglected.

Intensity Exprcssi or, i

Intensity isions which allow bitative pre-

diction of experimental signals will be derived in the

following section. It will be shown that signals corres-

ponding to both first and second derivatives of the

brum are predicted. ' isions do-

rived for this system are general and :
1 Ly to

spectra containing narrow or broad Lj les.

The experimental arran b for v/hich the s-

sions will bo dcriv Illustrated in Figure 2. The

source employed must be a continuum for bhe to

hold. The sourc i ice and th Lance at each impor-

Lso indicated in ! 2.
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The continuum source spectral radiance, B, , is
o

focussed onto the blade of a chopper wheel rotating at an

Q
lar frequency «, . The modulated spectral radiance, B,

,

o

is then focussed onto a flame absorption cell into which

analyte absorbing species may be introduced. The radian.ee

transmitted through the absorption cell, 3\/n> is related to

the incident radiance, B? , by the absorption lav; [3,20] -

o

where E. is a modified atomic absorption coefficient defined
A.

by Equation (15) and 1 is the path length of the flame.

Ordinarily, k. , the true atomic absorption coefficient for

an atomic vapor is used in Equation (12) and is a function

of wavelength; the peak atomic absorption coefficient, k
;

and the half-width of the absorption line, A\. [21], How-

ever, when medium resolution monochromators having spectral

bandwidths equal to or larger than the half-width of the

absorption line are used, the apparent half-width of the

spectral profile viewed by bhe monochromator is approximately

the same as the spectral bandwidth [22] „ The apparent

half-width is herein defined as

A = Vs
2

+ A\| (15)

o

A is the '
: half-width (A) and s is the spectral band-

o

width of the monochromator (A)

s . R^W (1*)
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In Equation (14-) , W is the slit width of the monochromator

11 is tl Lprocal linear dispersion of the

inonochromator (A cm" ). Furthermore, the value foi? k
0)o

,

the peak atomic absorption coefficient at the line center,

is also affected by the srjectral bandwidth of bhe mono-

chromator. Xostkowski and Bass [23] have calculated the

change in k for various spectral bandvridth-to-absorption

line half- ratios. For ratios greater than 2, which

is generally the case for real analytical sibuations in-

volving atomic lines, k varies from 75 per cent bo less

than 50 per cent of bhe true k . According to the above

discussion, k\ may be ssed as

2

\ = e\ exp-
X -\

(15)

where p is a coefficient less than 1.0 to account for the

i nution of k '
5 to finite spectral bandwidth and \„o * o

is the wavelength at the center of the absorption line

profile. Thin expression only approximates reality since

it describes a It
: Lng sian type of profile,

•over, con;-' Lng .

] having a simple shape

ins!. rhieh results from bhe sevei L

broadening pre dng in flames, the e ion

become:; ' b. Equation (12)

be rewritten in a form ly

that th Imply i the tn ;ion
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ox the flame cell as a function of wavelength

B°
r

= *°J-M (16)

The radiance transmitted through the absorption cell

is focussed upon the entrance slit of a monochromator aft c

which it passes through a refractor plate modulated at an

angular frequency cd^*
'

L'he effect of the displacement of the

;e (described in the previous section) is to cause the

spectrum produced by the grating of the monochromator to

periodically oscillate about a mean wavelength, \ ,

corresponding to the central wavelength of the spectral

id of radiation em ; from the exit slit when the

monochromator is used in its c bi< tal mode. The wave—

1 ;th of the oscillating spectrum which is viewed by olio

center of the exit slit at any time t is given by Equation

(9)

X = X -h a sinc.'-o t
c d

Therefore, the radiation emerging from bhe exit slit of the

modulated system, B„,(\ ,t), is a function of the periodic

oscillation of the spectrum about the center of the exit

slit. Also, as a result of the finite width of the exit

slit, Bm(\ '»t) is also a function of bhe spectral band- ;'

he monochromator. The , bed spectrum passing the

exit slit may be expressed in the form of an integral of
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Evrn convoluted with the slit function of the monocl bor,

S(\), evaluated over the spectral I 1th of the mono-

chronabor

Bs O\
,t) = / b£t a(\)ax (i.7)

In the case of a monochroniato.-o having equal entrance

and exit slits and unit magnification within the mono-

chromator, S(X.) is a triangular function and is expressed

S(\) - 1 - '-'
, |X| = |X -

?,J < s

(10)
S(\) - ,|X| = \\ - X

q \
> s

B^rp as expressed by ! Ion (16) may be rewritten

as a function of the h Lated spectrum and the slit width.

,c ^c
XT

= J\ ^c :
' a si]''''/> l: + ' x l )

rj?^c
+ a slni^ * + ' X'^B

o

(19)

( L8) and (19) int

)

integral of ion (17) yields

0\
c
,t) =

Ac
s/2

B? (,\, + a sin*£ b : IXI )T(\
Q

+ a sinoJ^ b , II)
,v
o

% " s/2
I I

(1 - l

::

l

) dX
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A Taylor series expansion may be performed on the

terms ox Equation (19).

B
,\

(X) = B
\ (V 4

'
(a silw'J

2 * + l7J)B\' (/V +

2
(a sinWo t -j- IXQ „ „

1 B=
q

(X„) . . .

.

TOO - T(\J -i- (a sin*^ t + IXI )T'(\
C ) +

(a sin;.Jp t + IXI )

(?D

where the primes indicate the derivative of the expression

with respect bo X evaluated at X . For the purposes of

arriving at the desired expression in this derivation, the

expansion vras only carried to the second order in (a sin&p t >,-

IXI ), A more precise expression could be obtained by ex-

panding the series to higher order terms, but it will be

shovrn that, for practical purposes, second order terms are

sufficient and can either be accounted for experimentally

or arc negligible, ' ication of all terms and subse-

quent in b i.on over the spectral bandvridth results in the

expression (see Table 1)
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2

B„Ac ,t) - SBT + 7,- (BO?" i- SB'T' + B"T)

2
-:- sa sindp tDr 1 + B'T + § (3B I T" + 3'3 i, T ,

)3

+ sa
2

sin 2<J? t[BT" + 2 B'T" + B"T]
TjT ^

+ higher harmonics (22)

where all superscripts and subscripts have been, omitted to

simplify the expression,

3 first two terms of the expression represent the

dc signal output of the multiplier phototube detector.

Of the terms appearing at the fundamental freq

/jp, the first term describes the first derivative of the

transmitted spectrum; the second term is zero if the source

Lance is co or a constant if the radiance .increases

or decreases linearly over the spectral modulation interval,

a; the third term is zero at the wavelength of the first

derivative maximum and the fourth term is zero if the source

spectrum has no fine structure over the spectral modulation

interval

.

Of the terms '
; at the second harmonic, ~^Jp,

the first d LI is the second derivative of the transmitted

spectrum; the second is zero at the wavelength of the second

derivative is zero if the source spectrum

has no fine structure over the spectral modulation interval.
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Subject to the above conditions, only two terms in

tho entire expression are important in the ac 6 '.on

node. These are the first term at the fundamental freque Ley

sa simJp t B? (\J T'UC )

and bhe first term at the second harmonic frequency

2

(23a)

sa sin 20
2

t 3£ (\
c ) T"(,\

c ) (23b)

Each of these expressions may be expanded by substitution

of the appropriate derivatives.

T(\) = exp(-E^l)

dk\
T'(\) = - -^ 1 exp(-^l)

d\ x
1

.

t"(\) = ^g i exp(-^i) h l- ;i
; ]

cp(-a^i)
d A.

Substitution into the expressions (24) may be

accomplished by taking the appropriate derivatives of

1 (15).

2
^o

2 *'™o'- A

(24)

dk
x

2pk

d 1^
2

(25a)

2pk
|2

A

\-\ n2

(25b)
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By substituting expressions 25a and 25b into expressions 24-

aiid evaluating at X one obtains
c

A

G O

12

(26)

and

riu,a c
) - 1-2 1 exp

A

c o

i2
/!

"f
k
o

+ —zr- U\. - ?0'
A

l2

exp
?

-XJ> 1(\ - \ )exp
A °

^o "\

o c

exp(-E^ 1)

(27)

i location of the maximum or minimum of Equation

(25a) can be found by setting Equation (25b) to zero,

substituting X for X and solving for X . At the maximum

or minimum

K ^o t
yf

(28)

The maxima or minima of Equation (2?) can be located

by setting 773 equal to zero and solving for X . Three

values are obtained, of which X = X ±-i the maximum.
1 c o

c o

^c " \> ± V^/2 A

(29)
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l Equation (26) is evaluated at X = X + - • it
G ° /2

becomes

>Pk
\ o

G
72A A (30)

Evaluating Equation (27) at X = X one obtains

T«(^) a _l^o ! eXp(~k
x
l) (5D

These expressions may be substituted back into

Equations (23a) and (23b) and Equation (1) substituted for

B* . When this is done, Equation (23a) becomes
o

sa*sin«J>pt B? (X_)0?'(X_)

2pk

= sa*sin<Jpt «^a

Lt) r^-ii 1 e:co(-^)e::.o (-'£!)
1

./^A ~ A

Hultipl

,

' >ugh and discarding any terms not h<
;
both

a, and »p appearing in them, one obtains

>c
LncOpt b£ (\ )i'a : sin(6>-, ;•

"> )t +

sin(rt, - fJp)t
sa B? pk 1 \;( '•) ( Ll)

\ O A

2 V? A

(32)

bhat :

'

st derj • of

? at both the sum and

the difference of the modulation frequence :. Lar

substit ition (23b) with bhe result
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beinp;

2
sa sin^Opt sinCfj^ •:- 2a-,)t +

O

sa
2
B° pkl exp(--El)

2fi>2
)t

3 A'

BlnC^ -

(53)

Equation (33) predicts that the second derivative of the

transmitted spectrum should appear at the sum of the -

chopping frequency and twice the wavelength modulation

frequency and also at their difference. Examples of first

and second derivative signals are shown in Figure 3.

ua1 tons (3?-) and (33) may no-.; be written as input

signals to the phase lock amplifier at their appropriate

Frequencies of detection and phase so that the sin terms

are equal to unity,

UHfj^yRj^saB^ £k
Q
l e p( .)6)exp(-El)

<J n + c>< 2./? A
(34)

where W and H are the Lth and height of the monochromator

slit, respectively, in cm, C1M is the solid angle of radiation

collected by the monochromator in steradians, T, is the

Lssion factor of the optics of the system, Y is the

phototube radiant sensitivity in amperes watt"
,
and R

T
is

phototube load resistor in ohms,

WHQ
M
T
f
yR

L
sa2B° j>k

Q
l exp(-l^l)

S a
±

+ 2 C >
2

=

3 A'
(35)
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Equations (y!) and 05) predict that the first

derivative sign L 1 >uld be lar . ? >ond by-

ratio

JH^L^expC-*) (56)

They represent the filial expressions which are used to

Let the shape of the curves of bh for the derivative

system. A theoretical first ' Lvative growth curve is

l in Figure '!-,

it there is an optimum spectral modulation ampli-

tude is shown by. Balslev [13] who gives the resolution for

a conventional monochromator as s, -i- s~ = s where s, and S2

are the spectral slit widths of the entrance slit and exit

slit, stively. For the case of a monochromator modified

to produce ad 1 ' Lng ]

- modu-

u the solution is 1 as

St + Sr\ +
1 -^ 2 = B (37)

Lgnal -", accord:!. '

;

to Balslev, Ls I -
;

> ', '

, , it choice for

slit widths and modu 1 "optimum )
'

Lon

1 Ls S] 1,. In the I on,



p
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bhe assumption that s, = s~ has already been made. Con-

sidering now the sizo of s, one sees that if s^ < s, reso-

lution will "be improved but bhe signal will decrease and if

s., > s, the signal will increase but resolution will suffer.

In the previous equations, a is equivalent to s 7 . For the

optimum case a should "be chosen equal to s-, . Equation (36)

then predicts that bhe ratio of the first to second deriva-

tive signals should "be 1.7.

Winefordner and Vickers [20] have derived expressions

for calculating the theoretical concentration of analyte

at the limit of detectability in atomic < bion flame

spec'. y for a system employing a hollow cathode dis-

charge lamp as a source and dc detection of the signal. In

their derivation, they defined bhe limit of detectability as

the concentration of analyte atoms in a flame which produces

a change in signal equal to twice the root-mean-square noise

L due Uo all sources of noise . ent in the system.

The major sources of noise present in any system are (i)

fluctuations in the signal arising fro i bhe photodetector

or photon noise; (ii) fluctuations .'

-

; Lgnal rising from

source intensity flu Lons or source flicker noise, and

(iii) flud latj In the signal arising from fluctuatio

in the int r of background flame emission intensity or

flame flicker noise. Of bhese sources of noise, flame



flicker and source flicker noises are of ;;hc "pink" or 1/f

variety, that is, they are less than 100 Hz. Photon noise,

on the other hand, is "white 11 noise, that is, the spectral

noise power is approximately constant over the entire

[uency spectrum. Therefore, one should expect to en-

counter only photon noise in ac detection systems operating

at frequencies greater than about 100 Hz. The following

derivation of the analyto concentration at the limit of

detectability is based on the assumption that the system is

on noise limited. The photoanodic current due to

photon noise may be written as [20]

Ai ~/2BrleAf 3TVH0,,T fB? s

'

(53)
P a J

-
/V
o

e B Is a Factor characteristic of bhe phobodetector

3des, li is the ; plication ( iplification) factor of

the photodetector, e is the charge on the electron

(coulombs), Af is the ft
" Lwidth (sec ),

and all o ;
" rms have been previously defined. Because

noise is frequency inde it, it will bo cted

along with the signal. At /» the

Lng species will be equal to

bwic bon nois . ' •

' itderi

(39)
£j,+Cip L p
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The term in the signal expression (Equation >'!•) which

relates the signal size to the number of analyte absorbers

is k . The value of k " for the minimum, detectable numbe]
o o

of atoms in the flame, n*, is given by [21]

2 ^S(\;)2xeVf
It
01111 - ° m

(40)
°

/nT A/\ mc

where n"
1
" is the minimum detectable number of atoms in the ith
m —

state per cm of flame gases, a\ is the Doppler half-width
o

(A), f is the oscillator strength for the atomic transition

and c is bhe speed of light (cm sec"' ). a" may be calcu-

lated using the Boltzmann Equation (20)

i
n
^i

n • (41)

re n is the total number of atoms in all states; g. is

bhe statistical weight of state i, 2J 4- 1; and Z(T) is the

partition function of the atom, Z(T) - /^ g.exp(-E./kT),
i

where S. is the energy of state i above the ground st;

k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,

the summation is over all states of the atom.

lations ($4,38,40 and 41) may be substituted into

Equation (39) ind the ilting expression solved for n to

yield a general equation for the minimum number of atoms

detectable in a flame.



n
ni

" Z(T) '

2A/V
~~TTTsi Tee p(\ ) fl exp(-#)
mc ^

36

27cBMe Af

o

(*2)

The minimum detectable concentration of atoms

cn" ; of flame gases, n , can be converted to minimum

detectable solution concentration in /ig ml" , C , by use of

the following Equation [20],

3.3 x 10~19n TQn
ri _ _ m Ji.A. fa.^°»- *«» "298

where T is the flame temperature in °K; nrp is the number of

moles of c Lon products at temperature T; ^03 is the

number of moles present at 298°K; Q is the flow rate of

unburned gases in cm sec at room tempe ?ature and one

; pressure; e£ is the flow rate of solution in

cur minute ; 6 is the efficiency of atomization and nebuli-

zation processes; 3 is a factor to account for >te

bion and atomic losses due to ionization; and the

atomd expressed in grams mole"" , and A is the

;ht of he alyte. 'Che co Lns the

numcri ladro's number and conversion

factors from minutes to seconds and from grams to micro-

—

1

grans. It thus h i of (mo] 3S atom ~) (secon
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Si;:fflal-t q~IToi se Rati o

The signal-to-noise ratio of the system in the first

derivative mode is written as

S/N =

V7R0 T
f
B° tfBMeAfs

o

;>

pkl' exp ( -#) exp (-El

)

00
Equation (4-4) predicts that T^he- signal- bo-noise ratio will

improve with the square root of the source intensity.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND PROCEDURES

Description of System

The instrumental system is pictured in a block

diagram in Figure 5. Each of the individual components is

discussed in detail below. The entire system was mounted

on a one inch thick steel plate using quick-release magnetic

mounts. This arrangement facilitated the location and

leal stabili:v bion of components \ bdle at the

allowing rapid and e xperimeni L ; aent.

ponents used are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

Con1 ' sources were- employed in all of the experi-

ments. A 150 ure xenon arc hiving a colli-

i used for all analytical experiments. The

for the ' ' /en

pecifii ire 6.

o

j below 5200 A is onlj -tenth, of the
o

und 4-500 A. Since most ice "> Lnes for

tiich ordin

38
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techniques fall below 3600 A (Al, Bo., Ga, Cs, X, Li , 5Ta, Rb,

Sr and m b bhs have useful resonance lines above
o

3600 A) , a very powerful source is required to yield

appreciable intensity in this low wavelength region of the

spectrum. '
' Le o.on arc source used had an effective

spectral radiance in the region of 4-000 A of between 10

-3 ~2 -1 -1
and 10 ' watts cm sr nm and correspo: : Lgly lower •

spectral radiance at the lower wavelength resonance lines.

The measured spectral radiance of the source at the wave-

lengths employed is also plotted in Figure 6 as relative
o

values. The spectral radiance at 4-227 A is arbitrarily

1 a value of 1. The estimation of source spectral

radiance was made by measuring the phototube signal which

resulted when the source was focussed on the slit of
'•'

monochromator und c ] m conditions. Equation (4-5) was

used to calculate B\ T-. The transmission factor was in-

eluded in bhe calculated value since an accurate estimation

of its value could not be made; however , all other para-

meters were I iown.

Signal = S° T-WHCLs* (4-5)
1

o

ce the signal is the phototube signal in amperes; W a

Ha L height of bhe tonochromator slits,

pectively, in cm; Q„ is the solid angle of .radiation

collected by bhe mon •• in st s; s is the
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spectral bandwidth, of the monochromator in nmj and X is the

radiant sensitivity of the phototube in amperes watt"" .

Source flicker was not observed to be a problem.

This finding is in agreement with Snelleman [1?] and others

[24] who have shown bhat source flicker at frequencies

greater than 100 Hz is negligible.

A tungsten-iodine projector lamp having a quartz ••

envelope was used in an experiment to verify photon noise

limitations. Its power supply is indicated in Table 2.

Burner and Nebulizer

An adjustable nebulizer and mixing chamber assembly

ployed in all experiments. The efficiency of the

nebulizer in deliver' : ited sample into the flame

was on the order of 5 to 10 per cent. The nebulizer chamber

was equipped with a 3 -slot burner head 10 cm in length. The

burner supported an acetylene-air flame for. all experi-

tts, T\ ; re nebulizer-burner assembly

Lch could b :• set at

Lous heights b., i of an adjustable lo collar.

The collar was mounted on a quick-release m Lc mount

at of the burner head with

respect to the optical axi.s of the s.
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Monochromator
m

a bics

A 0.5 meter scanning Ebert monochromator was employed

in this study. It was mounted on a 1 Inch thick aluminum

plate which was supported by three adjustable posts mounted

on quick-release magnetic mounts. The monochromator was

initially roughly leveled using a spirit level while pre-

cise leveling was accomplished. by using a small, low power

helium-neon laser. The laser was set to bhe appropriate

height and its beam made parallel to the steel plate by the

use of glass plates which were epoxied to adjustable rods

3d on quick-i 3 iase magnetic mounts and which had an

"X" inscribed on one face. These were positioned such that

the centers of the "X'"s coincided with the horizontal

plane containing the optical axis of the system. By placi

these in the path of the laser beam at various distances

from the laser aperture, the laser could easily be adjusted

so that the beam coincided with the centers of the !,X"'s and

thus was conta: ptical plane of the system. The

monochromator was leveled by illuminating the center of 1

entrance slit with the leveled laser beam and adjusting the

: ;ht and level of the monochromator until the beam

: dng from i.t slit was contained in the optical

plane,

liation were

aligned in bhe same .• c. They were
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placed in approximately their final position c ptical

bene] idjusted vertically until their centers were con-

tained in the optical plane as indicated by Mans-

ion of. the laser beam. Initially, their position along

the optical axis was defined by bhe criterion of obtaini.
;

a 1:1 image of the source at the entrance slit. When this

arrangement was made, it was discover ;] it the center of

; ras dark as were the centers of the collimating

mirrors of the monochromator. Due to the construction of

the source, this phenomenon was understandable. The anode

of the lamp is supported by a metal spider mounted immedi-

ately behind the sapphire front wine1
.

<- is directly in

Lt of bhe arc. This unilluminated portion of the source

coincid ; bs center counts for the dark

areas observed. To correct this problem, a demagnified

image of the source was formed on the slit by relocation

of the lenses with subsequent complete illumination of the

grat^

bor plate Image

of the entrance slit was moi

i cure 7. The holder was l ca1 '.

tor ch,: ce from

bo

:;crsect the i.on collected by

The refractor :o a
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Fig. 7.—Electrode holder for piezoelectric transducer,

a = Brass electrodes.
b = Brass holder block.
c = Piezoelectric bimorph transducer.
d = Quartz^, refractor plate.
e = Teflon^ insulator block.
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piezoelectric : ?h. Oscillation or? the plate

was accc plying the piezoelectric bimorph

bh a sinusoidally varying roltage. The optimum per-

formance of the piezoelectric bimorph was expected to occur

at its resonance frequency. The approximate resonance

frequency was calculated using Equation ('i-6) [25,26]

>.^0 (46)
"

IT

?e L is the free length of the vibrating member in

inches; to was calculated to be 56 Hz. Exp< di bally the

resonance fx cy was found to be 55 Hz. Consequently,

the bi 'riven at 55 Hz by a voltage of the

appropriate piitude to attain the desired deJ Lon and

*by the -tral modulation interval (Figure 8).

The mechanical chopper used to in1 pt the source

radiation falling on the flame was constructed Ln the

chemistry department machine shop. It consisted of an 8

Lnch dj L Log 10 apertures driven by a

synchronou •, The ratio of the motor pull

sr blade pul] ,

' il was 0.430 which

resulted in a choppi] ' 158 Hz.

A reference I of th: bed

by i J chopper

hovi
'

a 6.2 volt radio I imp

i
'

L in PJ
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0<

J-
-10 60

Voltage to Bimorph

Fig. 8.—Spectral modulation amplitude (slit image dis-
placement) versus voltage supplied to the bimorph,
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i Instn ent, Inc. ) photo-
tr,
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A = Signal ou1 put.
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The lamp and phototransistor were mounted beside each other

on the face plate of the chopper housing. Directly opposite

bfc ma mirror was attached to the rear plate of the housing.

When on aperture presented itself between bhe lamp and the

mirror, light was reflected onto the phototransistor, its

resistance decreased to a low value causing Q, to turn off.

When Q, was off, point A dropped to zero volts. As ah

opaque portion of the chopper interrupted the light falling

on the phototransistor, its resistance became high, Q, was

turned on and point A rose to 6 volts. . In this manner, l

approximate square wave signal of frequency cX was gene;.?

at point A for each interruption of the xenon source.

Electronic Components

The driving voltage to the piezoelectric bimorph was

supplied at the proper frequency by using a variable ampli-

tude wide band oscillator feeding into a f L lin power

amplifier which was capable of supplying up bo 120 volts

(rms) without distortion of the output wave form. The

amplifi' Ls iriment was constructed in the

chemistry d be] itronics shop and not opt: ' to

the load which the piezoelectric presented.

A suitable commercial amplifier would be the Model DCA-10,
Krohn-Hite Po: •

' Lifier. ,, 580
isachusetts Ave., Cambridge, shusetts.
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The reference signal for the piezoelectric tra.nsd.ucer

frequency, £> ? , was taken at the oscillator output. When

the system was operated in the first derivative mode, this

signal and the reference signal from the mechanical chopper

were used, as inputs to a multiplier. The result of multi-

plying two periodic functions together is given by Equation

sin(a) cos(b) = j£(sin (a+b) + sin(a-b)) (4-7)

In the present system, the frequency of the multiplier out-

put was of interest because it was to be used to supply the

reference signal to the phase-lock amplifier. In order to

differentiate between the sum and difference frequencies in

the multiplier output, a tuned amplifier of high Q was used

to select the proper frequency to be used as the reference

signal to the lock-in. For the first derivative spectrui

the sum frequency was 313 Hz and the difference frequency

was 203 Kz.

For operation of the system in the second derivative

mode, the reference signal from the oscillator was fed into

a squarer to obtain a signal at twice the oscillator

frequency, 2ti~. The output of the squarer and the chopper

reference signal were fed. into the multiplier as for first-

derivative operation and the selective amplifier tuned

appropriately to either 363 Hz (4^ + 2^) or 148 Hz (6^ - 2o>
2 )
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The multiplier phototube detector signal current was-

dropped across a 16.2 Kfl load resistor to provide an

input signal voltage to the phase-lock amplifier. The

value of the load resistor was chosen to yield the lowest

noise in the system compatible with reasonable input

voltages for the range of signal current expected. With

this load resistor, phototube signals of between 10"-7 and

-9
10 amperes yielded voltages of between 160 millivolts and

16 microvolts which nearly spanned the input signal range

of the phase-lock amplifier.

The output of the phase-lock amplifier was 1 volt

full scale for the sensitivity range in use. A voltage

divider was constructed to permit a signal one-hundredth

of the output to be used to drive a 10 millivolt recorder

full scale.

Solutions

Solutions of each element to be analyzed were pre-

pared from reagent grade chemicals. Stock solutions for Ag,

Ca, Cd, Cr, Ou, Pe, Mg and Ni were made from AglTO,,

Ca(C
2
H
3 2 ) 2

*H
20,

CdCl
2
'2}£H

20,
K
2
Cr

2 ?
, CuSO^^O,

FeS0^*7H
20,

MgSO^, Mg(C10
Zj_) 2

and NiS0^*6H
2
0, respectively.

Three solutions of relative concentration 1.00, 0.50 and

0.25 were prepared for each decade of concentration examined.

All solutions were prepared as aqueous solutions using high
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quality deionized water except for the Mg(C10„)2 solutions

which v:ere prepared in absolute ethanol.

Experimental Procedure

The practical analytical operating conditions for the

system were either the manufacturer's recommended conditions

or were experimentally chosen to give the optimum signal.

The source was run at 12 amperes and 12.5 volts dc. The

spectral bandwidth, s, and the spectral modulation ampli-

tude, a, were maintained at a ratio of 1, The actual

spectral bandwidth used in the experiments varied between
o o

0.3 A and 0.5 A. The slit height was kept at 2 mm. Due to

the variation in source intensity from wavelengths around
o o

4-000 A to 2300 A, the sensitivity setting of the phase-lock

amplifier was adjusted to a level compatible with acquiring

the phototube signal without overloading either the input

or output amplifiers. The time constant employed in most

experiments was 500 milliseconds although for very small

signals a 1 second time constant was employed. The phase

ting of the phase-lock amplifier was adjusted at the

beginning of each experiment to yield the maximum signal.

Data were taken with the monochromator in the non-scanning

mode. The wavel is set Lly to give the maximum

signal deflection on the recorder. Thermal drift of the

monochromator away from the preset wavelength did not prove
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to be a problem and an entire set of data could be collected

without the necessity for readjustment of the moiiochromator.

A nearly stoichiometric flame was used for all analyses

except for Ca and Cr for which a fuel-rich flame was used.

The acetylene-air flame supported on the 3-slot burner was

very "soft" and had a marked tendency to waver about the

optical axis due to drafts of air in the laboratory. This

condition was remedied by placing sheets of aluminum behind

and in front of the flame extending from the bench top

nearly to the exhaust hood.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Verification of Theory

Various experiments were performed to test the

validity of the theoretical expressions derived in Chapter

II. The results of these are discussed below and summarised

in Table 4.

Optimum Slit Width to Modulation Amplitude Ratio

The experiment to determine the optimum spectral

bandv/idth-to- spectral modulation amplitude ratio to verify

Balslev's prediction [131 involved using a set of fixed
o

straight slits of spectral bandwidth 0.40 A. The signal

resulting from the aspiration of a solution of 10 /.ig ml"

Ca into the flame was measured as a function of spectral

modulation amplitude. The results are plotted in Figure 10.

It may be seen that the theoretical optimum and the experi-

mental, optimum agree within about 3 per cent which is within

experimental error.

First Derivative Mode Versus Second Derivative Mode

Equation (36) predicts that when the spectral modu-

lation interval is equal to the spectral bandwidth, the

60
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o L-

Slit Image Displacement, a (A)

Fig. 10.—First derivative signal intensity versus
spectral modulation amplitude (slit image
displacement) at constant spectral bandwidth

of 0.40 A.
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ratio of the magnitudes of the first and second derivative

signals is equal to 1.7. An experiment was performed at

three different slit widths but at the same a/s ratio of

unity. The mean ratio was found experimentally to he 1.4-.

Normal AAC Compared with Derivative AAC

Comparisons of different analytical techniques are

usually not valid since one experimentalist may compare

results obtained with his system to those obtained in

another laboratory under different conditions with different

instrumentation in many cases. The only way to obtain a

truly fair comparison is to perform both analytical tech-

niques under the same laboratory conditions using as many

common pieces of instrumentation as possible. In this

manner, differences which arise may be attributed to the

differences in technique. To this end, both normal atomic

absorption spectrometry using a continuum source (AAC) and

derivative AAC were performed using the same instrumenta-

tion. All experimental conditions, slit width and height,

source power, flame conditions and analyte concentrations

were identical for both techniques. The only difference

between the techniques was oscillation of the refractor

plate in the derivative technique.

The signals predicted by theory for normal AAC [20]

and for the first derivative signal by Equation (5*0 for

25 pg ml of Ca were calculated and compared with experi-
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mental values. The results are listed in Table 4- and are

in good agreement. Furthermore, even though the signal

magnitude for normal AAC \iras five times larger than for the

first derivative AAC signal, the S/N ratio was about five

times poorer.

Direct comparison of results obtained with the

present system with the best previous results by normal AAC

[5] were unfavorable to the derivative system. However, the

systems were different enough that the arguments raised in

the first paragraph apply. When comparison was made on

equal terms, that is, using ethanolic solutions of analyte

and the same instrumentation, the derivative system proved

to have an advantage in S/N ratio.

Photon Noise Limitation

All signal-to-noise and minimum detectable concentra-

tion expressions derived above have been predicated on the

assumption that photon noise is the limiting noise in the

present system. Equation (4-4-) predicts that for all other

parameters being constant, S/N should vary as the square

root of the source radiance, B. . By using two sources the
o

ratio of whose radiances is known, one can verify the pre-

diction of Equation (4-4-). Writing Equation (4-4-) for the

two sources and taking the ratio results in the following

expression



(S/N)
1

CS/NU

wA (bJ )A
2
n
2
(B

\ >2°2
o
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(48)

Experimentally, a tungsten-iodine lamp and xenon arc

were used as_the sources and had a radiancy ratio of 0.16
o 1

at the wavelength of measurement, 4227 A. A 1 /ig ml solu-

tion of Ca was used as the experimental probe. The ratio,

calculated from the appropriate experimental parameters was

0.3 while the experimentally determined ratio was found. to-

be 0.5.

Frequency of Detection

Equation (32) predicts that the first derivative

signal should appear at both the sum and difference

frequencies. An experiment measuring three concentrations

of Cu (5.0 /ig ml" , 1,0 /ig ml" and 0.5 /ig ml" ) was

carried out at the sum and difference frequencies. The

results are tabulated in Table 4 and are in close agreement.

Analytical Curves and Limits of Detection

Analytical curves were constructed from measurements

made with the system in the first derivative mode for Ag,

Ca, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, and Ni and are illustrated in

Figures 11 through 18, respectively. The analytical lines

employed, the type of transition which occurred [27], de-

gree of atomization [28], statistical weight of the state
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from which absorption occurred [27]~,~ the oscillator strength,

for the transition [27] , the electronic partition function.

[29] , the theoretical limits of detection calculated using

Equation (4-3) and the experimental limits of detection are

tabulated in Table 5. Experimental limits of detection

were obtained by extrapolating the analytical curves to the

point where the signal was equal to twice the rms noise- and

reading the corresponding concentration.

Because the derivative spectrometer is sensitive to

small, but rapid, changes in the slope of the spectrum it

views, both the source and flame background spectra were
o

examined over an interval of 5 A on either side of the

analytical lines used. In all cases, the source background

varied linearly and had no fine structure in its spectrum.

In the cases of Mg, Cr, and Fe, there were some flame
o

emission lines within the 10 A interval, but these were far

enough away from the analytical lines not to interfere.

It should be noted that the general shape of all

analytical curves follows that of the theoretical curve of

growth in Figure 3 having a slope of 1 at low concentra-

tions and a slope of less than 1 at concentrations greater

than 10 /ig ml" which corresponds approximately to an

10 — ?atomic concentration in the flame of 10 atoms cm .
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Conclusions

The advantages of using a continuum source in atomic

absorption spectrometry versus line sources have been

enumerated earlier. In addition to the cost and time

saving advantages, one further important capability is

present. When using line sources, the analyst is restricted

to utilizing resonance transitions, that is, transitions

arising from the ground state, since these are usually the

most strongly emitted lines of the source. However, in

certain cases, for example. Ni, and Fe, there are very low

lying states having large transition probabilities which

may be appreciably populated at the temperature of the

flame. Systems employing continuum sources may take

advantage of these more favorable transitions while those

using line sources generally may not.

It is shown in Table 4- that the signal obtained for

identical concentrations of analyte was larger for normal

mode AAC than for the first derivative mode by a factor of

about 5. Why, then, use the derivative mode in favor of the

normal mode? The answer is that the signal-to-noise ratio

of the derivative mode is 5 times that of the normal mode.

In addition, if the absorption peak happens to be super-

imposed on a slowly increasing or decreasing background, no

background baseline correction need be applied since the

first derivative of such a slope is a constant.
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The advantage of using double modulation over just

wavelength modulation as in Snelleman's system [1?] is that

all of the signal arising from the flame due to emission is

totally rejected. In addition, the use of a piezoelectric

transducer to drive the refractor plate simplifies the

system to the extent that no major modifications need to he

made to the monochromator as in other systems employing

.

rotating mirrors or refractor plates or vibrating slits.

All that is required to revert to the normal mode is to

stop the oscillation of the refractor plate.

An additional capability of the' system allows first

or second derivative operation in the emission mode, as in

Snelleman et al . [16] , by simply turning off the source and

chopper and detecting at fcU or 2a3u for the first or second

derivative signal, respectively.

The chief limitation of the present system is that

the radiancy of the source is insufficient to push the

-5 -2minimum detectable concentration into the 10 to 10

/ig ml" range where it could compete more favorably with

line source atomic absorption spectrometry.

Several possibilities to improve the system suggest

themselves. The first is to utilize a source of con-
o o

siderably greater radiancy between 2300 A and 4200 A. The

second is to improve the transmission of light through the

system. The latter could be accomplished by using mirrors

instead of quartz lenses. A third would be to substitute
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a non-flame cell such as a graphite filament for the flame.

By incorporating these improvements into the present

system, the minimum detectable concentration should be

lowered considerably, for example, by at least one order

of magnitude.

However, even with these limitations, the present

system is sensitive enough to be recommended as a useful,

convenient analytical tool in areas such as the steel

industry or agricultural industry where sample size is not

highly important. If the above improvements can be

realized, the system may also find important use in

clinical and bioanalytical applications.
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